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The Situation
Maybe you’ve suffered a crushing career defeat or too many relocations. Or you’ve been 
through a ruinous divorce. Or maybe it’s a combination of things in short succession, until 
one day you wake up and feel lost to yourself. Whatever the impetus, something within you is 
shattered, and you’re facing the uneasy mystery of your own existence, asking: who am I?

Paralyzed with indecision, you meander. Work and relationships falter. You probably think 
you are doing something wrong. Maybe things would be different if you only tried harder to 
pick yourself up, hold the fragments together. What’s getting in the way of the next iteration 
of you?

Insight
After studying identity formation in an age of hyper-reinvention for nearly a decade, I 
saw signs I couldn’t ignore: Our over-reliance on digital technologies coincides with the 
breakdown of the institutions that helped define us: religion, neighborhood, work, and family. 
We’re hurtling ever deeper into an amorphous existence with unwritten rules about what 
constitutes the self, which makes rebounding from setbacks feel impossible. It’s more about 
reassembling than rebounding.

I’m familiar with this feeling. In 2010, my research 
focus shifted to the digital culture. Previously, 
I’d been studying big transformations in the 
collective, including the conditions leading up 
to the European renaissance and the rise of 
enlightened capitalism. As soon as my research 
focus changed, so did my life. I suffered a 
rapid series of blows to my identity: a divorce, 

my mother dying, and my child changing gender. When my firm lost its biggest client and 
teetered on the verge folding, I fell into Nietzsche’s abyss. I became the uncertainty. I had 
experienced dramatic change before, but something was different this time. 

No amount of positivity or self-help would quell my funk. But I also couldn’t shake my 
curiosity about what was curtailing a new self from forming. Was I alone in this? Turning my 
frustration into a research quest, I interviewed dozens of people who also experienced similar 
shocks. Crisscrossing the country, I tracked down experts in psychology, anthropology, and 
neuroscience. I collaborated with computer scientists to build an algorithm that could scrape 
the web for people’s sentiments about identity loss, self-doubt, and uncertainty. It gathered 
and sorted 500 million social media posts to help me find the patterns. As the trends 
surfaced, I noticed a confluence of factors disrupting how we form and reformulate our sense 
of self. What I also discovered is that some people are more resistant to the disruptors. 

We’re caught in the crush 

as one culture rises and 

another falls away.
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The Four Trends Disrupting Our Sense of Self
The following disruptors are cataclysmic to the self, so it is important to be aware of them.

1. A Persistent Persona Fog 
The persona is the most outward layer of your being. It’s what you present 
to the world. It’s thin and fragile and wasn’t intended to bear the weight 
of 24/7 self-promotion. Today’s personas, fractured and distributed across 
dimensions, are the psyche’s workhorse. We’ve been largely unconscious about 
the psychological impact of the fragmenting of the self. People are exhausted, 
dazed, and barely able to make out where their life path is leading them once 
enshrouded in a persona fog.    

2. The Crisis of Chronic Self-Doubt 
Life has never been so uncertain. That leads to worry. Worry is a weapon we 
wield against ourselves. Unchecked, it morphs into self-doubt, which wreaks 
havoc on our well-being. We buzz with anxiety. Caught in a state of fight or 
flight, we attempt to conquer our stress, but our efforts only feed it. Self-doubt 
is a destructive force in the lives of the people I interviewed. People broke 
from friends, lost work, and were eventually abandoned by lovers. Normally, 
self-doubt ebbs and flows with the tides of life. Now, it saturates the culture, 
bringing with it the spiral of a crisis mindset that makes it difficult to genuinely 
gauge our own competence. Psychologists have found that people in this state 
feel incapable of succeeding at anything.

3. Cascading Crossroads 
The constant arrival at crossroads is withering. People change jobs more often; 
the median number of years that employees have worked for their current 
employer is currently 4.1. People also take longer to find the right partner and 
settle down—swiping left is addicting. As turning points arrive more often, 
people have less time to recover and find themselves falling farther and farther 
behind. All this destabilization wears down our resilience. Instead of crossroads 
moments being milestones on a person’s timeline, they now cascade, 
compounding and pounding the psyche. 

4. The Relentless Unease of Role Ambiguity 
Our roles were once a source of identity. Gender roles, job titles, and parental 
roles have all undergone radical reformation. The result is that roles are less 
defining. The upshot is that more and more, the world is going to dictate to 
you less and less who you are. It’s up to you to make your own way, and all that 
freedom can ironically be stultifying. 
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On the Cusp
The big picture is that we’re caught in the crush as one culture rises and another falls away. 
On a personal level it can manifest as a feeling of living in the space-in-between, either 
floating aimlessly or crashing violently. 

The good news is that knowing how these forces operate makes us conscious of them. By 
making the unseen seen, we can embrace the boundlessness and expansion available to us, 
without getting lost in it. Ultimately, when faced with moments when we must consciously 
create the next best version of ourselves amidst the chaos, just remember that we can’t 
possibly conquer these forces. 

So, what can we do?

We can actively commit to situations instead of resisting them. I noticed that some people 
I interviewed seemed to have a hardiness that sustained them despite the flux. What was 
their secret? Here’s my assessment: They chose to engage in life with the kind of wonder that 
makes it interesting to be a part of the change. They were less interested in ease and more 
satisfied with fulfillment. These approaches foster hardiness.

Parting wisdom
Carl Jung believed in the idea of a creative crisis. By this he meant actively imagining where 
the crisis might be taking us, rather than problem solving for how to extract ourselves from 
it. Jung saw the self as innately expansive. Our capacity for growth is getting an upgrade in 
our times. It doesn’t always feel good. But it does hold a wealth of opportunity, minute by 
minute, soul by soul.

This report was prepared by Patricia Martin and Amy Dean. Cover illustration by Pablo 
Amargo. Report design by Donna Shultz.
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